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In Hamiltonian systems the existence of nondegenerate heteroclinic orbits 
connecting distinct hyperbolic periodic orbits leads to the Smale horseshoe 
map and symbolic dynamics [lo]. Th e complex behavior of nearby orbits 
implies the nonexistence of second analytic integrals for the flow [lo]. 
Unfortunately, proving the transversal intersection of the stable and unstable 
manifolds of the periodic orbits, i.e., the nondegeneracy of the heteroclinic 
orbits, is nontrivial in most problems. This paper presents definitions of 
“transversal” and “nondegenerate” which are more readily verified in 
applications, and which still lead to topological results on the pathology of 
orbits analogous to those obtained in [13]. In Part II we will give examples 
of Hamiltonian systems in which our definitions apply; in particular the 
H&on-Heiles potential [8] will be examined. 
Part I is done completely without smoothness assumptions. The hyperbolic 
periodic orbits are replaced by invariant sets which admit surfaces of section, 
and which are “isolated” in the sense that they are the maximal invariant sets 
within some neighborhood of themselves. This work generalizes several of 
the results of [12], and is similar in spirit to [5]. 
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Sections 1-4 are preliminary in nature, with Sections 2 and 4 summarizing 
and extending results in [2, 31 to the point where they can be applied in the 
main theorems of Sections 6 and 7. Our definitions of “transversal” and “non- 
degenerate” are presented in Section 5. 
1. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
For a subset A of a topological space X we let cl(A), int(A), and LM denote 
the closure, interior, and boundary of A, respectively. If Y is any topological 
space and g: X+ Y, then g 1 A will denote the restriction of g to A. 
If B, I? A, B, n A, and L are mutually disjoint subsets of A, we say that 
L separates B, from B, in A if A -L can be written as the union of two 
disjoint open (rel A -L) sets containing B, n A and B, n A, respectively. 
Unless explicitly stated to the contrary, when we say that two sets A, B 
intersect, we mean that A n B # 0. 
Throughout the paper X will denote a compact metric space with metric d, 
and R will denote the reals. By afrow or dynamical system on X we mean a 
continuous function f: X x R + X such that for all p E X, s, t E R, we have 
p .O = p and p * (s + t) = (p * s) . t, where p . t means f (p, t). Henceforth, 
we assume we are given a flow f on X, and if A C X, JC R we write A . J 
forf(A x J). 
As a general reference on flows, see [I 1, Chap. 51. In particular, all termino- 
logy relating to flows which is used in this paper, but not defined, is explained 
in that work. We use the term “orbit” in place of “trajectory.” 
A subset .Z C X is a local section (w.r.t. f) if the following condi- 
tion holds: There is a 6 > 0, called a collar-size for 2, such that 
the map vs : Z x (-&a) + X, defined for (p, t) E .Z x (-8, 6) by y,(p, t) = 
p * t, is a homeomorphism with open range. 
If I C X is a closed invariant set, then f 1 I x R = f’ is a flow on the 
compact metric space I. A local section (w.r.t. f ‘) Z C I is a (global) surface of 
section (w.r.t. f ‘) if .Z is closed and if for eachp E I we havep . (-CO, 0) n 2 f 
@ # p . (0, co) n Z. If I is a periodic orbit, or the closure of an almost 
periodic orbit, then I will admit such a structure [3]. 
2. SURFACES OF SECTION AND COHOMOLOGY 
If a closed invariant set I admits a surface of section, then there is a 
neighborhood of I which exhibits special cohomological properties. These 
properties are given in terms of a modified Alexander-Spanier theory whose 
construction we indicate below. For additional details, see [3]. 
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The usual Alexander-Spanier theory is constructed using functions (not 
necessarily continuous) from the various q-fold products of a space into an 
arbitrary ring 92 [14]. Our theory is identical, except that we require that W 
equal the reals R, the rationals Q, or the integers 2, and we consider only 
bounded (but again, not necessarily continuous) functions into W. The 
Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms can be verified, with the one qualification that the 
homotopy axiom is valid only for compact Hausdorff pairs. The theory can 
also be shown to be continuous, and in fact, for compact Hausdorff pairs, is 
identical with the usual Tech theory. If (A, B) is a topological pair and Q 3 0, 
Hg(A, B) will denote the p-th cohomology group of (A, B) with respect to 
our theory. 
Let A C X, let ol: A x A + 9 be bounded, and define 601: A x A x A +W 
by &(p, Q, r) = ~(a, r) - a(p, Y) + a(p, q), p, Q, Y E A. If 601~ 0 on some 
neighborhood of the diagonal of A x A x A, then LY. belongs to a I-cocycle 
[a]c, and [ale to a cohomology class [a]* E W(A); we say that 01 represents 
the cocycle [a]o . We remark that all I-cocycles and first cohomology classes 
arise in this manner. 
Again let A C X, but now let /3: A --f W be bounded, and define 
S/3: A x A -+ 92 by S/3@, 4) = /3(q) - /3(p), p, q E A. If 01: A x A ---f 92 
represents a cocycle, and if S/3 - 01= 0 on a neighborhood of the diagonal 
of A x A, then we write S/3 m 01 and say that 01 represents the coboundary 
[a]o = [S/3]], . We remark that 0 = [alH E W(A) if and only if 01 represents a 
coboundary. 
Just as with differential forms, one can “integrate” our 1-cocycles along 
curves. We begin with a closed set A C X, and a cocycle representative 
cc: A x A + W. Using a “Poincare lemma” for our theory and the compact- 
ness of A, one can then find an open cover (ui}in,i of A and a collection of 
bounded functions j$ : ui + W such that 01 1 ui x ui = S/Z&, i = I,..., n. 
Now let y: [a, b] + A be a continuous curve, where a, b E R, a < b, and 
choose a partition a = to < t, < ... < t,-, < t, = b of [a, b] such that 
y([tj , tj+l]) C Uij forj = 0 ,..., K - 1. Finally, define 
k-1 
444 = c FqY(4+1N - Bi,(r(tj>>]. 
j=O 
One can show that I,,(a) is independent of the open cover and partition used 
to define it, and in fact if 01’ E [a]o , then one can even show [3] that A,(&) = 
1,,(a). Thus we can set 
and speak of “integrating” the I-cocycle [ale over y. 
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If cy: A x A + 9 represents a coboundary, then [a]c can be integrated over 
subsets of A more general than curves. Indeed, if KC A is any continuum, 
and if p, Q E K, then define I,@, q; K) = /3(q) - /l(p), where /3: A --f W is a 
bounded function such that Sp = a. Because K is a continuum, this is inde- 
pendent of fl[3], and if LY’ E [a]c , thenI,(p, q; K) = I,(p, q; K). 
We now relate the foregoing definitions to our dynamical systemf. Suppose 
A is any subset of X, not necessarily invariant, and assume a: A x A -+ ~3 
represents a cocycle. We say that A carries [a]c (w.r.t. f) if there are positive 
constants p, T such that Js.Io,tl [ale > p whenever p E A, t > T, and 
p * [0, t] CA. One can show [3] that if [cI’]~ E [u]~, then A carries [a’]c if 
and only if A carries [ale ; in this case we say that A carries the cohomology 
class [alH . The proof of the next result is quite easy and can be found in [3]. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If A carries a cocycle representative m:: A x A --+ W and 
contains a nonempty invariant set, then 0 # [alH E HI(A). 
If a closed invariant set I admits a surface of section, then one can construct 
a neighborhood N of I and a cocycle representative 01: N x N -+ 9 which is 
carried by N. Before giving this construction we need the following technical 
result from [7]. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If a closed invariant set I C X admits a surface of section 
.Z, then given any X > 0 there is a local section (w.r.t. f) 
Z’C{pEX:d(p,Z)<h) 
such that cl(Y) A I = 2. 
Proof. If 36 is a collar-size for Z, then any p E M = ,Z! * [-26,2&j can 
be written as p = q . t, , where q E Z and t, E [ -26,283 are unique. We 
define g: M -+ [ -26,261 by g(p) = t, , and note that g is continuous, being 
the composition of a homeomorphism and a projection. Also observe that 
z = g-l(O). (1) 
Using Tietze’s theorem, extendg to a continuous function h: X-t [-26,261. 
As X is compact, h must be uniformly continuous, and thus h 0 f is uniformly 
continuous when restricted to X x [-8, 81. Thus, there is an E > 0 such 
that 
I W . t) - h(q . t)l < V (2) 
whenever d(p, q) < E and t E [-S,S]. We set M’ = ,Z. C-8, S], and let 
U = {p : d(p, M’) < c}. 
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Now define H: U + [-26,261 by H(p) = (l/26) j’L8 A(p * s) ds. Then H 
is continuous, and 
WVWP . t)l,=, = (1/2W(~ .a) - h(~ - (--6))). 
If q E M’ is such that d(p, q) < E, then 
h(q * 6) - h(q * (-S)) = g(q -6) - g(q . (--6)) = 26, 
and hence, by (2) we have (aH/at)(p . t)l,, > 4. Thus His strictly increasing 
along orbit segments in U. Moreover, 
HjM’=g 
since h 1 M = g and (l/26) s6_6 g( p * S) ds = g(p) for all p E n/l’. 
Now let W C cl(W) C U be any open neighborhood of Z such that 
(3) 
cl(W)n(I-X*(--6,6)) = 0, (4) 
and let 2: = H-l(O) n W. Then Z’ is a local section [2, Proposition 3.21, 
by (1) and (3) we have ZC Z’, and by (4) we have cl(Z) n I = Z. 
By requiring in addition to (4) that cl(W) C (p E X : d(p, Z) < A}, we can 
achieve Z’ C {p E X : d( p, Z) < A}. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.3. If a closed invariant set I admits a surface of section .Z, then 
there is an open neighborhood N of .I and a cocycle representative 01: N x N + L%? 
with the following properties: 
(a) N is the union of three open sets N, , N1 , N, , and 01 represents a 
coboundary on each Ni x Ni , say LY 1 Ni x NE w ?& ; 
(b) ,fori=O, 1,2wehaveNinNi+1# .@,and 
(A - Bi+l)l N n Ni+, = 1, i=l 
= 0, i # 1 (indices mod 3); 
(c) the sets {cl(N, n Ni+,)}f=, (indices mod 3) are disjoint; and 
(d) N carries [ale . 
Further, if E > 0 is arbitrary, we can choose 
N,u N,C(pEX: d(p,Z) <E}. 
Proof. With X = ~12 choose Z’ as in Proposition 2.2; hence 
d(P> Z) < 42, PEZ’, (1) 
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and let 56 > 0 be a collar size for Z’ such that 
2’ * (-56, 56) c {p E x : d(p, Z’) < E/2}. (2) 
Set Ur = Z:’ . (-26,26), U, = ,?Y’ . (6, 59 and let U, be any open neighbor- 
hood of I - .Z. (--6,46) with closure disjoint from cl@‘) . [0, 361. Note 
that the sets {cl(Ui n Vi+,)}:=, (’ d’ m ices mod 3) are disjoint, and from (1) 
and (2) that 
lJIU u,c{pEX:d(p,q <E}. (3) 
Now define /3, : U, + W by 
A(P) = 07 p E 2’ * (-2&O) 
= 1, p E z:’ * [O, 2S), 
and for i = 0, 2, let pi(p) = 0 f or all p E Vi . Consider (Ui}fco as a cover of 
some closed neighborhood M of 1, and let 17 > 0 be the Lebesgue number of 
this cover. Define 01: M x M + W by 
4Pl n) = Pik7) - Pi(P), P,4~Ui,d(p,q)<rl,i=0,1,0r2, 
= 0, 4P, 4) 3 rl* 
Then one can check that 01 is well defined and represents a cocycle, and that I 
carries [ale (w.r.t.f). In fact, using [3, Theorem 4.21, there is some neighbor- 
hood of 1, w.1.o.g. M itself, which carries [a]=. Setting i’Vi = Vi n int(M), 
i = 0, 1,2, we see that (a)-(d) are satisfied. The final statement of the theorem 
follows from (3). Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2.3 states in particular that if a closed invariant set I admits a 
surface of section, then some neighborhood of I carries a cohomology class. 
In [3, Theorem 8.11 the converse is shown to be true. Thus, if any cohomo- 
logy class is carried, a surface of section exists, and the particular class con- 
structed in the preceding proof is then carried. In view of this equivalence our 
theorems will be stated in terms of carrying cohomology classes rather than 
admitting surfaces of section. 
An open set N, together with a cocycle representative 0~: N x N -+ W, is 
an oc-chain if 0 # [alH E W(N), and if N is the union of three open sets 
{N,}fcO satisfying conditions (a)-(c) of Theorem 2.3. For notational simplicity 
we refer to N itself, as the a-chain. By Theorem 2.3(d) and Proposition 2.1, 
the set iV of Theorem 2.3 is such a structure. 
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3. WINDING AND UNBOUNDED INTEGRALS 
Let N be the annulus {(r, 0) : 1 < Y < 2) in the Euclidean plane, and let 
y: [0, l] -+ N be a Cl-curve. Then in order for 1 sY d0 1 to be a large number, 
y must wind all the way around the center of N at least once. In this section 
we demonstrate similar phenomena using the integration theory of Section 2, 
with the annulus being replaced by an a-chain and the P-curve being 
replaced by a continuum. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A C X, let 01: A x A --f W represent a coboundary, say 
u m Sp, and let M > 0 be a bound for /3. Then for any continuum KC A and 
any p, q E K, we have 1 I,(p, q; K)j < 2M. 
Proof. This follows since I&J, q; K) = /3(q) - /3(p). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose an a-chain N contains a sequence & C & C a.. of 
continua with the following properties: 
(a) for each i, a 1 & x I& represents a coboundary; 
(b) there are points p, E I& and pi E (& - &-J, i 3 2, such that 
Id PI > Pi ; Ei’i) + co. 
Then for k = 0, 1, 2 and su$iciently large j the following is true: If L C Nk 
separates N,-, n Nk from Nk n Nkfl (indices mod 3), then I& n L # %. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we let k = 0, and we choose M > 0 
sufficiently large so that M - 1 is a bound for &, , /3r , and pa . Next, using 
(b), we choose j so large that l,(pl , pj ; &) > 2M. 
If L C N0 separates N, n N,, from N,, n Nr , then N,, -L is the union of 
two disjoint open (rel N,, -L) sets A and B with N, n N,, C A and 
N,, n Nr C B. Defining 8: (N - L) + W by 
P(P) = PO(P), PEA, 
= A(P), PENN, 
= A(P) - 17 qEN 3 
= Pll(P> - 1, P E R 
we find that /3 is bounded by M and such that S/I m 01 [(N - L) x (N - L). 
If & n L = 0, then & C N -L, and hence, by Lemma 3.1 we have 
1 I,(p, , pj ; &)I < 2M, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
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4. WINDING NEAR ISOLATED INVARIANT SETS 
The invariant sets to which our theory applies will admit surfaces of section, 
but in addition will be isolated, in the sense that they will be the maximal 
invariant sets within small neighborhoods of themselves. This restriction is 
actually not essential, but it occurs in all our examples, and it avoids techni- 
calities which tend to obscure the central ideas. 
An isolated invariant set is always contained in a neighborhood with a 
special structure. Let Z+ and Z- be two local sections with disjoint closures, 
and let Z+ * (--6, S), Z- . (--6, 6) be disjoint where 6 > 0 is a collar size for 
both Z+ and Z-. A closed set B C X is an isolating bZocZz (w.r.t. f), or simply 
a block, with local sections ,Z+ and Z-, if: 
(a) (cl(Z*) - Z*) n B = @; 
(b) Zf . (-S, S) n B = (,?Y n B) * [0, S) and ,Z-. (--6, 6) A B = 
(Z- n B) * (--6, 01; and 
(c) for eachp E (aB - (Z+ u Z-)) there are real numbers E+ < 0 < E- 
such that (p * e+) E ,Z+, (p * c-) E Z-, and p . [E+, e-1 C 3B. 
The possibility that Z+ = @ or Z- = o is not excluded in this definition. 
A simple example of a block is provided by the unit square {(x, y) : 0 < 
X, y < l} in the plane, with the flow being that generated by -(alay). Here 
we could take 
27+ = {(x,y) : -1 < x < 2,y = I}, 2- = {(L&y): -1 < X < 2,y =o>. 
Notice that the maximal invariant set .Z = I(B) in the interior of a block B 
is isolated. The following converse is proved in [2]. 
THEOREM 4.1. An inoariunt set I is isolated if and only if I = I(B) for some 
block B. Further, any neighborhood of I contains such a block. 
For an isolating block B we introduce the following notation: 
b* = Z* n B, 
u* ={pEb+:p.[O, oo)CB}, 
a- ={pEb-:p.(--00,0]CB}, 
I=I(B) ={~EB:~.RCB}. 
All these sets are closed, and u* C int(b*)(rel Z*). Define 
n : (b+ - u’) --f (b- - u-) 
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by following a point p E (b+ - u+) in positive time until it reaches (b- - a-); 
in [2] it is shown that r is a homeomorphism. 
Let B be a block, let a’ be a closed subset of a+, and let K be a connected, 
relatively closed subset of (b+ - a+). We say that cl(K) is a continuum abutting 
on a’, or simply that cl(K) abuts on a’, if cl(K) A uf = cl(K) r\ a’ # ,G. 
A similar definition can be made for a continuum abutting on a closed 
subset of a-. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let B be an isolating block contained in an a-chain N = 
{Ni)f=, , assume that B curries [alH E IF(B), and let M be an open (rel b-) 
neighborhood of some component of a-. Suppose there is a continuum cl(K) 
abutting OTZ a+ such that 01 1 K x K represents a coboundury and r(K) C M. 
Then: 
(a) {AZi = M n N+}:=, is an a-chain; and 
(b) there is a sequence Kl C K, C ..* of continua in v(K) satisfying the 
hypotheses (and hence, the conclusion) of Theorem 3.2 with respect to the 01- 
chain M. 
Proof. By [3, Theorem 6.11 conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 3.2 are 
satisfied. Lemma 3.1 then applies to give 0 # [alH E F(M). The other 
properties of an or-chain are trivially verified. Q.E.D. 
A corresponding result obtains when cl(K) abuts on a- and M is an open 
(rel b+) neighb or oo o some component of a+ by considering the map n-r. h d f 
5. a-TRANSVERSALITY 
Let N be an a-chain. A set L C NO is ol-transversal to N if L separates 
cl(N, n N,,) from cl(Ns n NJ in N,, ; of course, one could just as well have 
L C Nl or Ns . When the topological structures of N and L are reasonable, 
there is an equivalent definition (see the Appendix) which is used in [3] to 
prove simple results on homoclinic orbits. 
For j = 0, 1, let Bi be disjoint isolating blocks with Ij = I,(B,.), and let 0 
be an orbit such that 0 n a,- = {qO}, 0 n a,+ = {pr}. Then there is a to > 0 
such that qO * t, = p, . By following points of b,- near qO in positive time until 
they intersect bl+, we can define a homeomorphism h, : U, -+ Yl , where 
Us C b,- is a closed neighborhood (rel b,-) of q,, , and Yr C b,+ is a closed 
neighborhood (rel b,+) of p, . 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let _a,- and _a,+ denote those components of a,,- and a,+ 
containing q,, and p, , respectively, and assume that each Bi carries a coho- 
505/21/I-4 
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mology class [c& E HI(&) and is contained in an or,-chain N(i) = @‘Vi(i)):=,, , 
i = 0, 1. We say that 0 is an a-nondegenerate heteroclinic orbit from B, to B, 
if Us and Y1 can be chosen such that U,, n a,- = U, n _a,- and Yr n al+ = 
Y1 n a,+, and so that there are relatively open neighborhoods, M-(O) C b,- of 
_aa- and M+( 1) C b,+ of a,+, with the following properties: 
(a) M-(O) = {M,-(O)};=, and M+(l) = {Mi+(l)}~=s are OL,, and OCR- 
chains respectively, obtained as in Theorem 4.2 (a); 
(b) h&z,- n U,) n M,,+(l) and Y1 n M,,+(l) are ol,-transversal to 
M+(l); 
(4 h&h+ n Yl> n MO-(O) and U, n M,-(O) are %-transversal to 
M-(O); 
(d) h&z,+ n Yr) n M,-(O) is interior (rel b,-) to U, , and 
h&z,- n U,) n M,,+(l) is interior (rel b,+) to Yr ; and 
(e) U, n M-(O) = U, n M,-(O) and Y, n M+(l) = Yr n M,,+( 1). 
In our subsequent work we will need to distinguish the “side” of a+ or a- 
on which we are working. In the notation above, let KC ( Y1 - a,+). We say 
that K is to the Zeft of -a,+ if there is a continuum K’ C M,,-(O) - ho’@,+ n Yl) 
which intersects both cl(M,-(0)) and h;l(K). More generally, a set 
K C (M+( 1) - a,+) is to the Zeft of a, + if there is a set K* C (Yr - gr+) to 
the left of _a,+ and a continuum K” C (M*( 1) - _a,+) which intersects K* 
and every component of K. If cl(K) is a continuum abutting on a,+ and K 
is to the left of this set, then we say that cl(K) abuts on -a,+ from the left. 
Similarly, KC (U, - ga-) is to the Zeft of a,- if there is a continuum 
K’ C M,+(l) - h&z,- n U,) which intersects both h,(K) and cl(Ms+(l)). 
More generally, a set KC (M-(O) - a,-) is to the left of a,- if there is a set 
K* C (U,, - _ar-) to the left of _a,- and a continuum K” C (M-(O) - go-) 
which intersects K* and every component of K. If cl(K) abuts on aO- and K 
is to the left of that set, then we say that cl(K) abuts on _a,- from the left. 
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FIGURE 2 
6. TRANSITION CHAINS 
DEFINITION 6.1. A sequence {Bi}zo=-m of isolating blocks is a transition 
chain if for all integers i: 
(a) Bi is contained in an ol,-chain N(i); 
(b) Bi carries fxi ; 
(c) there is an a-nondegenerate heteroclinic orbit from B, to B,+l ; 
(d) there is a relatively open neighborhood Vi* C M*(i) of gi* such 
that any point of this neighborhood on the left of -Q~* is mapped by $r 
into MT(i). 
For each i we have a homeomorphism gi = hi 0 ni , sending Dil = 
(p E M+(i): P&J) E Vi} onto a subset of Y,+l . If Dij is defined, we let 
D:+l = {p E D;: (v~+~ 0 gi+j+l 0 ... 0 gi)( p) E Ui+j}, 
and for p E Dj, we let 
GAP> = (gi++lo ... 0 gJ( P>, j = 1, 2,.... 
LEMMA 6.2. Let B, and B, be blocks in a transition chain, and suppose there 
is a continuum cl(K) C Y, which abuts on a,+ from the left. Then there are at 
FIGURE 3 
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least two connected closed (rel b,+ - aI+) sets &(mJ Cg,(K n D,‘), ml = 0, 1, 
such that: 
(q) each cl(K(ml)) abuts on &+ from the left; 
(b,) if K(m,) = g;‘(&(mJ), then the sets cl(K(m,)) are disjoint subsets 
of K; 
(4 ifp E cl(K(md) - K(m,), thena,(p) E a,+. 
Proof. We can assume K C M,+(O) and v&K) C M-(O). Then by Theorem 
4.2(b), there is a continuum K’ C n,,(K) which intersects both cl(Ma-(0)) and 
h;‘(a,+ n Yr). The existence of a connected closed (rel b,+ - ur+) subset 
K(O) C h,(K’ n U,) satisfying (al) then follows from Definition 5.1(d), 
(b,)(i.e., the fact that cl(K(0)) C K) follows since K’ is a closed subset of q,(K), 
and (cr) follows from (al) and the fact that cl(h;‘(g(O)) C K’. 
To construct K(l) first construct a neighborhood (rel be+) of cl(K) n a,+ 
which does not contain r;‘(K), choose a continuum cl(K*) C cl(K) in this 
neighborhood which abuts on a,+, and repeat the first part of the argument. 
Q.E.D. 
Replacing K by K(m,) and 0, 1 by 1, 2 in the lemma, we obtain four 
connected closed (rel b,+ - aa+) sets K(mI , mz) C Go2(K n Do2), m2 = 0, 1, 
such that: 
(a2) each cl(&(m, , m,)) abuts on a,+ from the left; 
(b,) if K(m, , m2> = (G2)-1(K(ml , m,)), then the sets cl(K(m, , m,)) 
are disjoint subsets of K(m,); and 
(c2) if p E cW(m, , m2>) - K(m, , m2), then Go2(p) E a,+. 
By induction we see that for any n > 0 there are 2” connected closed 
(rel b,+ - a,+) sets 
such that: 
Kh ,..., m,) C G,,o(K n Don), m, = 0, 1, 
(a,) each cl(E(m, ,..,, m,)) abuts on a,+ from the left; 
(b,) if K(m, ,..., m,) = (G,,n)-l (&(m, ,..., m,)), then the sets 
cl(K(m, ,..., m,)) are disjoint subsets of K(m, ,..., m,-,); and 
(c,) if p E d(K(m, ,..., m,)) - K(m, ,..., m,), then G,-(p) E a,+. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let {Bj} be a transition chain, and assume there is a continuum 
cl(K) C Y,, abutting on _a,+ from the left. Then there are uncountably many orbits 
which pass, in succession, through each block Bi , i > 0. 
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Proof. For each sequence {mj}, fizr K(m, ,..., mj) # o by (b,). Since 
K(m, ,***, mj) C Gej(K n DJ), each point of the intersection set lies on an 
orbit which passes through the sequence {&}~=, in the desired order. Q.E.D. 
Of course we could have used any Bi , not just B, , in the statement of the 
previous theorem. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let {Bi} be a transition chain, and assume that .for some 
integer j the set hj(ai- n Uj) contains a continuum abutting on _a:+, from the left. 
Then there are uncountably many orbits intersecting _aj- which pass in succession 
through each Bi , i > j. Moreover, for each k > j there is a heteroclinic orbit 
from Ii to I,; which passes, in succession, through each block Bi , j < i < k. 
Proof. The first statement is a corollary of Theorem 6.3, and the second 
follows from (cn). Q.E.D. 
In [I] Arnold considers a ‘Hamiltonian system admitting a large number of 
invariant tori, and, given certain sequences of these sets, establishes the 
existence of solutions which pass “near” these tori in the prescribed order. 
Our name “transition chain” is adapted from his “transition tori.” Our 
methods are analogous to Arnold’s, except that he must first prove transversal 
crossings (in the usual sense) of stable and unstable manifolds. 
Given a transition chain {Bi}T=-, , we now develop a condition sufficient 
for the existence of orbits which pass, in succession, through each Bi , 
i > -cc. We fix {&}r=-, for the remainder of the section, and to avoid 
certain technical difficulties, we assume each M*(i) is a connected open 
topological n-manifold. Unless explicitly stated to the contrary, the topology 
will be rel M*(i). 
Let I = [0, 11, and let Bi : P-l x [0, 1) + M,,+(i) be a homeomorphism 
with range Ri . We call Ri a relay if cl(R,) abuts on a,+ from the left and 
r,(R,) C M-(i). If such is the case then Ti = Bi(Zn-l x (0)) is the top of 
Ri , Fi = cl(R,) n ai+ is thefloor, and Si = B,(21n-r x (0, 1)) constitutes the 
sides. 
In connection with the existence of relays, see [4, Corollary 11. Of course 
if _ai+ is a smooth submanifold of bi+, then the existence of relays is obvious. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let 0, : In-l x [0, 1) -+ MO+( j) be relays, j = i, i + 1. Then: 
(a) int(RJ = e,(int(P-I) x (0, 1)); 
(b) 7ri(int(R,)) CM-(i) is open; and 
(c) h;‘(int(R,+, n Yi+r)) C M-(i) is open. 
Proof. Since we are assuming M*(i) are n-manifolds, (a)-(c) follow from 
Brouwer’s theorem on the invariance of domain. Q.E.D. 
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DEFINITION 6.6. A relay Ri C M,+(i) is compatible with a relay 
Ri+l C M,,+(i + 1) provided: 
(i) cl(z(R,)) n h;l(cl(Si+l) n Y,+r) = o ; 
(ii) cl(~(R,)) n h;‘(cl(Ri+,) n Yi+l) C int( Vi); and 
(iii) if KC vri(Ri) n M,-(i) is a continuum which intersects both 
M,-(i) and M,-(i), then hi(K n h;l(cl(Ri+J n Yi,l)) contains a continuum 
which intersects both Ti and Fa . 
Stated less formally, (iii) simply says that rg(Ri) must pass “through” 
hil(Ri+, n Y,+r) when “crossing” M,-(i) (Fig. 4; the set rli will be introduced 
in Theorem 6.8). 
k4 mi+, n Yi+, ) 
FIGURE 4 
LEMMA 6.7. Suppose a relay Ri C A&,+(i) is compatible with a rehzy 
R,,, C M,,+(z’ + 1). Then ;f cl(K) C cl(Ri) is any continuum abutting on 
s+, h&(K) n h;1W4+1) n h+d) contains a continuum which intersects both 
T,+l and F,+l . 
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 4.2(b) and Definition 6.6(iii). 
Q.E.D. 
Suppose Ri C M+(i) is a relay, I/ C Ri , and cl(V) separates Ti from Fi in 
cl(Ri) (V is not assumed to be connected). Define RiT to be that component 
of Ri - cl(V) containing Ti , and let RiF be that component of Iii - cl(V) 
whose closure contains Fi . Then VT = cl(RiT) n cl(V) and VF = 
cI(R/) n cl(V) are the respective upper and lower boundaries of V (Fig. 5). 
THEOREM 6.8. Let R, C M,,+(O) and R, C M,+(l) be compatible relays. 
Then there are at least two sets H(l; ml) Cg,(R,, n D,,l) n R, , m, = 0, 1, with 
preimages V(0; m,) C R, , such that: 
(al) cl(H(1; ml)) abuts on a,+ from the left; 
(b,) cl(H(1; ml)) n cl(&) = 0; 
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(4 int(W; 4) is connected and separates T, from F,, in cl(R,) - S,, ; 
(d,) the sets cl( V(0; ml)) C (R, - T,,) are disjoint; and 
(e,) the upper and lower boundaries of V(0; m,) are carried by g, to TI 
and FI , respectively, or else to FI and TI , respectively. 
FIGURE 5 
(Part of the assertion of (d,) is that cl( V(0; m,)) C (R, - T,,), not just 
cl( V(0; mJ) C (cl(R,) - T,,). Notice from (al) and (e,) that H(1; m,) n TI # D 
(recall the definition of “abuts”). From the proof it will be clear that we can 
actually find countably many such sets H(l; m,), V(0; m,) satisfying (a,)-(e,).) 
Proof. Define T = h,‘(T, n Yl), F = h,‘(F, n Y,), S = h;l(S, n Y,), 
and R = h;‘(R, n YJ. Notice that int(R) = h$(int(R, n Yl)). 
RO RI 
FIGURE 6 
Consider the curve y(t) = &(a ,..., &, t), 0 < t < 1, and let y* = ZT,, 0 y. 
WI) 
As we move along y* with increasing t, then by Lemma 6.7 we will arrive at 
successive components yi* = y*(tzi, tzi+l) of y* n int(R) such that y*(t,J 
and y*(tzitl) are in T and F, respectively, or else in F and T, respectively. 
We let Vi* be that component of rr,,(int(R,J) n int(R) containing yi*, and we 
let Vi = 7rc1(Vi*). 
From Lemma 6.5(c) we see that each Vi* is open, and by invariance of 
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domain, each Vi is also open. Note that aVi* C ~~,(a%) u T u F by Defini- 
tions 6.6(i) and (ii). Thus, aVi C aRO u l? u P where 
Z?’ = {p E Wi : q,(p) E T}, P = (p E aV; : q,(p) EF}. 
Notice that cl(VJ n a, + = o for all i; otherwise there would be a con- 
tinuum cl(K) C cl( Vi) abutting on -a,+ such that no(K) C cl(M,-(0)), contra- 
dicting Theorem 4.2(b) with respect to M,-(O), k = 1, 2. 
Also, for sufficiently large i, say i > i. , we must have cl( Vi) n T,, = 0. 
If not, then there is a sequence i, ? co for which this is false; hence, there is a 
continuum D, C cl( I’,,) which intersects both To and yi = n;‘(yQ. But 
{Dm} contains a convergent subsequence [9, pp. lcl-21, and since 
lim inf(ri,} C _a,+, there must then be a continuum cl(D) C cl(R,) which 
abuts on _a,+, and is such that ro(D) C cl(M,-(0)). This is the same contra- 
diction reached in the previous paragraph. Thus, for i 3 i,, , 
avicsou CA+. (1) 
Now for i > i,, let d, = h;l(B,(.Z”-l x {$}) n Yl) C R (Fig. 4), Cc* = 
Vi* n LI, , and Ci = n;‘(Ci*). By (1) we see that Ci is closed rel(R,, - S,), 
and that 
cl(Ci) n (Pup) = ia. (2) 
We claim that y: [0, 1) -+ R,, can be modified in such a way that for 
i, j > i. : 
vi # vj if i # j; (3) 
and 
y[O, tzi] n Ci = 0 = y[&i+l , 1) n Ci . (4) 
Indeed, if (3) does not hold, then using the arcwise connectivity of Vi one 
can modify y, as indicated in Fig. 7, so that it is the case (there are only finitely 
Modifi 
Y 
FIGURE 7 
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many of the yk in any Vi). Note that these adjustments may alter the values 
of tai and t,i+l , and certain Vi may be eliminated from consideration, e.g., 
V,+r and V$+a in Fig. 7. The modifications may also eliminate some Vi 
because after adjustment y*(t,J and y*(taS+J might both be in T or both inF, 
as happens with Vi+5 and Vi+6 in Fig. 7. If this were true for all i, then y* 
would contain no components yi * “stretching” from T to F, contradicting 
Lemma 6.7. This guarantees that when all the adjustments to insure (3) are 
complete, there are still some Vi remaining. 
If (4) does not hold after the above adjustments are made, then it can be 
achieved by further minor modifications, as indicated in Fig. 8. 
New 
Y(tz\ )- 
FIGURE 8 
We claim that each Ci separates To from F,, in cl(R,) - S, . If not, then by 
(4h YW and yh+J can be connected by an arc y C int(R,) which does not 
intersect Ci . Let I’, C int(R,) be a homotopy from y[tai , tsi+J to 9 which 
fixes endpoints, and define 
s* = lub{s 3 0 : ( no 0 r,) n int(R) contains a component 
whose closure intersects both T and F, 0 < t < s}, 
Since (rO 0 y)(t) tsi+r) C Vi* C int(R) and Vi* is open, we must have 
s* > 0. But by definition (n,, 0 r,*) n R must contain a component inter- 
secting (i?R - (T U F)) C S U aUi , which is impossible by Definitions 6.6(i) 
and (ii). Thus, our homotopy, and hence, the arc 9, cannot exist, and our 
assertion is shown. 
There is a t’, tsi < t’ < t,i+l , such that y(t’) E Ci but y(tzi , t’) n Ci = 0. 
If we let pi be that component of Vi - Ci which contains y(tzi, t’), then it 
is an easy matter to see that Vi and pi have the same upper boundary. Now 
assume w.1.o.g. that y(tzi) E ?‘, and assume there is a point p in this upper 
boundary such that r,,(p) GP. Then given any E > 0, there is an arc in pi 
passing within E of y(t,J and p, and never intersecting Ci . This is clearly 
impossible; thus, the upper boundary of Vi is carried by 7~~ to rf, and a 
similar argument shows that the lower boundary is carried to p. 
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To summarize, for i > i,, we have shown that Vi has the following 
properties ((5) follows since Ci C Vi separates T,, from F,, in cl(&) - S,): 
(5) Vi is connected and separates T,, from F,, in cl(&) - S, ; 
(6) 4 Vi) C (4, - T,,); 
and 
(7) the upper and lower boundaries of Vi are carried by r,, to T and F, 
respectively, or else to F and T, respectively. 
Now fix i > i, , and w.1.o.g. assume the upper boundary of Vi is carried 
by ST” to T. Let V(0; 0) = cl(Vi) -fl. By Definition 6.6(ii) we see that 
V(0; 0) is carried by g, to R, , and by (5)-(7) it must satisfy (cl)-(er). More- 
over, (er) implies (a,), and (b,) follows from Definition 6.6(i). 
To obtain V(0; 1) one can either show that there is a j > i such 
that cl(VJ n cl(VJ = ia, or else repeat the above argument starting 
with &(P-l x [h, 1)) in place of R, , where 0 < X < 1 is such that 
cl( V(0; 0)) c e,(P-l x [O, h)). Q.E.D. 
Now suppose that for i = 0, I, 2,..., there is a relay Ri C Al,+(i) such that 
Ri is compatible with Ri+l . Then by Theorem 6.8 there are sets 
V(i - 1; mi) C Rip1 with images H(i; mi) = giPl( V(i - 1; m,)) C Ri satis- 
fying the obvious analogs of (a,)-(e,), mi = 0, 1. 
THEOREM 6.9. There is a component of H( 1; m,) n V( 1; m.J whose preimage 
contains a set V(0; m1 , m2) such that for 
fW; ml , 4) = (gl vdM0; ml , 4) 
the following hold: 
(4 cl(W; ml , m.J) abuts on _a,+ from the left; 
(M cl(H(Z ml , ntz)) n cl(S,) = 0 ; 
(4 int(V(O; ml , m2)) is connected and separates T,, from F,, in 
W,) - S, ; 
(4) cW0; ml , ma)), m2 = 0, 1, are disjoint subsets of int(V(0; ml)); 
and 
(eJ the upper and lower boundaries of V(0; m, , m,) are carried by 
g, 0 g, to T2 andF, , respectively, or else to F, and T2 , respectively. 
Proof. Write H( 1; m,) and cl( V( 1; m,)) as H and V, respectively, 
and let p(resp. P) = {p E a(H n V) : gI(p) E T, (resp. FJ). Also, let 
y*(tzj, t,i+l) = yi* be as in the previous proof, and set p(t) = (h, 0 y*)(t) 
where defined, so p(tzi , tzi+*) C int(H), and (w.1.o.g.) p(tzi) E TI , p(t,,+,) E FI . 
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Since int( V) separates TI from F1 in cl(R,) - S, , p must contain subarcs 
P (59 y t~+~) C WV> in the interval (tai , tsi+J with p(tzj) and ~(t,.,,) in T 
and p, respectively, or else P and f, respectively. Let Vj be that component 
of int(H n V) containing p(tsj , taj+r), and set Vj* = nl(Vj). Next let /I, = 
h;l(fqI”-l x {g}) n Yp,), set Ci* = Vj* n A,, and define Cj = n;l(Cj*). 
As was done with y in the previous proof, we modify p so that each Vj 
corresponds to exactly one segment p(tti , taj+r), and so that 
If g;‘(Ci) does not separate T, from F,-, in cl(&), then one can use a homotopy 
argument as before to obtain a contradiction, this time with endpoints 
~(tti), y(tsj+J* (The r8 may not be contained in Do2, and hence, may not be 
carried over to ?rl(R1) n h;l(cl(R,) n Ya), but enough segments will be 
carried to h;i(cl(R,) n Ya) so that the homotopy argument can be used.) 
The rest of the proof is a straightforward adaptation of the conclusion of 
the previous proof. Q.E.D. 
Now consider H(2; m, , m,) n V(2; m& etc. After K steps we find 2k 
disjoint sets V(0; m1 ,..., m,) C R, with images H(k; m, ,..., m,) C R, under 
G,,” satisfying the obvious analogs of (aa)-( We summarize this result 
below. 
THEOREM 6.10. Suppose for i = 0, 1, 2,..., there is a relay R, C M,,+(i) 
such that Ri is compatible with Ri+l . Then for each k > 0 there are 2” connected 
sets V(0; ml ,..., m,) C R0 n D,k with images G,“(V(O; m, ,..., mk)) = 
H(k; m, ,..., mR) C R, such that: 
(a) cl(H(k; m, ,..., mJ) abuts on -a,+ from the left; 
(b) cl(H(k; m, ,..., mJ) n cl(Sk) = o; 
(c) int(V(0; ml ,..., m,J) is connected and separates T,, from F, in 
cl(Ro) - 4, ; 
(d) cl( V(0; m, ,..., mk)), m, = 0, 1, are disjoint subsets of 
int( V(0; ml ,.,., m,-,)); 
and 
(e) the upper and lower boundaries of V(0; m, ,..., mk) are carried by 
G,,k to Fk and Tk , respectively, OY else to Tk and Fk , respectively. 
THEOREM 6.11. Let {Bi}i”,-, be a transition chain with the following 
properties: 
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(a) FOY i = 0, 1, 2,. . . , there is a relay Iii C A!&+(i), and each Ri is 
compatible with Ri,l ; 
(b) if PC R0 is any continuum which separates T,, from F,, in cl(R,), 
then hZ:(P n Y,,) contains a continuum which abuts on _azl from the left. 
Then there are uncountably many orbits which pass, in succession, through the 
entire sequence (Bi}r=“=_, . 
Proof. By Theorem 6.10(d) for each sequence mk = 0 or 1, K = 1, 2 ,..., 
the set V* = n,“r V(0; m, ,... , m,) is nonempty, and by Theorem 6.10(a) 
each point therein lies on an orbit which is carried, in succession, through the 
sequence (Bi}&. Moreover, by Theorem 6.10(c), V* separates T, from 
F,, in cl(%); hence, by (b) there is a continuum in I’* n Y, whose image 
under h:: contains a continuum cl(K) which abuts on _a~r from the left. The 
analog of Theorem 6.3 for the backwards flow implies that these are un- 
countably many orbits intersecting K which pass, in succession, through 
each block Bi, i < 0. Q.E.D. 
In applications it is sometimes difficult to prove the existence and/or 
compatibility of relays. In such cases the use of “windows” in place of relays 
can sometimes overcome the problem. 
Again let I = [0, I], and let Ai : I2 ---f MO+(i) be a homeomorphism with 
image Wi . We call Ti = hi(l x {O)) the top of Wi ,F, = &(I x (1)) the 
bottom, and &(a1 x (0, 1)) the sides. Wi is a window if: 
(1) &+ n Wi separates Ti from Fi in Wi ; 
(2) T, is to the left of _a,+; and 
(3) for that component Wit of Wi - _a,+ containing Ti we have 
7ri( W,“) C M-(i). 
By replacing the relays R, , Ri,l by windows Wi , Wi+l in Definition 6.6 
(more precisely, Ri and R,+l are replaced by Wiz and W,“+& one obtains the 
definition of compatible windows. Note that in the definition of a window 
we have assumed that each M*(i) is a connected open topological 2-manifold 
so that the analog of Lemma 6.5 holds. 
The analog of Theorem 6.8 for windows is easily demonstrated. One 
replaces y(t), where 0 < t < 1, by y(t) = ;b(+, t), 0 ,( t < t* < 1, where 
t* = lub{t E [0, 11: r[O, t) n _a,, + = m}. Otherwise the proof of the existence 
of V/(0; 0) C Woz, separating T,, from W, n a,+ in W,, , is unchanged. Now 
connect the sides of W,, with an arc p in IV,, that separates cl(Y(0; 0)) from 
W, n _a,+ in W, . This gives a new window W,’ (Jordan-Schoenflies theorem) 
as in Fig. 9. The argument can again be applied to W,’ to obtain V(0; I). 
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FIGURE 9 
Now the analog of Theorems 6.10 and 6.11 for compatible windows can be 
established without difficulty. We summarize the final result below. 
THEOREM 6.12. Let {Bi}z-, b e a transition chain with the .following 
properties: 
(a) For i = 0, 1, 2,. . . , there is a window Wi CM,,+(i), and each Wi is 
compatible with W,,l ; and 
(b) if PC W,,l is any continuum which separates T,, from W, n a,+ in 
W, , then h:i(P n Y,,) contains a continuum which abuts on aIl from the left. 
Then there are uncountably many orbits which pass, in succession, through the 
entire sequence {Bi}T=-, . 
7. PERIODIC TRANSITION CHAINS 
A transition chain {Bi}FzO=_, isperiodic if there is an integer k > 0 such that 
Bi = Bi+a , Yi = Yi+* , Ui = Ui+lc , and hi = hi+le for all i. The smallest 
such K is called the period of the chain. In particular, the heteroclinic orbit 
from Bi,, to Bi+k+l is the same as that from B, to B,+l . In this section we 
deal exclusively with a periodic transition chain of period k, and we write 
G for Gsk. 
THEOREM 7.1. Suppose there are relays R, C M,,+(i) with Ri compatible 
with Ri+l . Then there are 2” connected sets V(m, ,..., mk) C R0 n DoL with 
images G( V(mI ,..., mk)) = H(m, ,..., m,) CR,, such that: 
(a) cl(Wm, ,..-, mk)) abuts on _a,+ from the left; 
(b) ff(m, ,..., mk)nT,,# m; 
(4 cW(m, ,..., mk)) n cl(S,) = 0 ; 
(d) V(m, ,..., mk) and cl(V(m, ,..., mk)) separate the top of R0 from the 
$oor in cl(%); and 
(e) the sets cl(V(m, ,..., mJ), m, = 0, 1, are disjoint subsets of 
int( V(m, ,..., mk-J). 
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Proof. Since {Bi}Tz’=_, is periodic of period k we have R, = R, . Thus, 
the result is a special case of Theorem 6.10, with a slight simplification in 
notation. Q.E.D. 
For any integerj>O let Gj =Go...oG (j times), and ifj<O let 
Gj = G-1 o . . . 0 G-l (1 j 1 times). Of course G’J will be the identity map. 
Let {Hi)::, be an enumeration of the sets H(m, ,..., m,), set Vi = G-r(H,), 
H = (JfE, Hi, V = (J& Vi, and define 
C = (p E H n V : G?(p) E H n V for all integers j) 
= {p E H n V : Gj(p) E H for all integers j}. ’ ’ 
We are going to examine the map G / C: C-t C in terms 
dynamics. 
FIGURE 10 
of symbolic 
Let Seq = (n = (n,}*TVm : 1 < ni ,< 2k, ni an integer} be a collection of 
bi-infinite sequences, and let the shift operator a: Seq -+ Seq be defined by 
(U(V))* = ni+l for each n E Seq. One can topologize Seq in such a way that a 
becomes a homeomorphism, and such that under the action of u the countable 
set of periodic orbits is dense, and the set of recurrent points is residual [6]. 
Define a map v from Seq into the subsets of C by 
&) = (4 E C: Gi(q) E HDi for all i} 
= (4 E C: Gi-l(q) E Vmi for all ;>. 
Then for n # _n’ we have r&z) n cp(n’) = a, and for every 4 E C there is a 
unique n E Seq such that 4 E I&Z). Thus, C = Uaeseq ~(3) is a partition of 
C into disjoint sets. 
THEOREM 7.2. As a mapping on the sets &z), G is conjugate to the shift 
map (T : Seq -+ Seq, i.e., 
~44) = WdnN~ n e Seq. 
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Proof. 
G(&z)) = {G(q) E C: Gi(q) E Hni for all i} 
= {p’ E C: Gi(q’) E H,<+, for all i> 
= cp(4!>). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 7.3. For each n E Seq the set q+z) is nonempty and compact. 
Proof. Choose @eq, let H”(rz)=H,O, and let Hl(rz) = G(HO(u+))) n H,,, . 
By Theorem 7.1(c) we see that cl(H@))(rel R,) C Ho(~), and by 7.1(a) and 
(b) that Hl(rz) contains a connected set which intersects the top of RO, 
and whose closure abuts on a -o+. By induction we see that if we let 
H”(g) = G(H”-1(&(n)) n V) n HQ, , then cl(H”(n)) C H”-l(n), and Hm(rz) 
contains a connected set which intersects the top of R, , and whose closure 
abuts on _a,+. 
Next let P(,) = V,+ , and for m 3 1 let P(n) = G-1( P-l(a(n)) n H) n Vn, . 
By Theorem 7.1(d) we find that cl( P(n)) C P-l(n) and that each P(n) 
separates the top of R, from the floor in cl(R,). 
Now, let V(n) = (I:=, Vm(n) and H(_n) = nz=, Hn@). From the 
properties of the Vm(n) mentioned above, we conclude that V(n) is a non- 
empty compact set which separates the top of R, from the floor in cl(R,). 
Since H(n) is closed (rel R,) and cl (H(c)) intersects the top and floor of R, , 
cp(n) = V(_n) n H(n) is compact and nonempty. QED. 
In specific problems one can sometimes show that each of the sets tp(& 
is a point. In such cases ~JJ is actually a homeomorphism, C is a Cantor set, 
and an exhaustive analysis of G: C-+ C can be given [IO]. 
The preceding theorems can also be obtained if one replaces relays by 
windows; the proofs offer no surprises. We summarize the final result below. 
THEOREM 7.4. Let {Bi}T=o=-m be a periodic transition chain of period k, 
and suppose for each i there are windows Wi C MO+(i) such that Wi is compatible 
with W,,l . Then there is a nonempty subset CC Woz with the following 
properties: 
(a) There is a map G: C - C defined by carrying points forward by the 
% ow; 
(b) there is a partition of C into uncountably many disjoint nonempty 
compact sets v(n), one for each g E Seq; and 
(c) as a mapping on the sets p(n), G is conjugate to the shif map u: Seq - 
Seq, i.e., P(+>> = G(y(n)), ~1 E Seq. 
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8. PERIODIC ORBITS 
Here we show that the results of Section 7 can be improved to give the 
existence of periodic orbits in the case of periodic transition chains with 
compatible windows. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let {Bi}T=-, be a periodic transition chain of period k, and 
assume that for each i there are windows Wi C M,+(i) such that Wi is compatible 
with W,+l . Then for each 1 > 1 there is at least olte periodic orbit which passes 1 
times through the ordered sequence of blocks (B, ,..., BkJ and then closes. 
Proof. W, is the image of a homeomorphism, A, : I2 -+ M,+(O). By 
letting W,, be the image of [A, 1 - A] x [A, 1 - A] under this map, where 
0 < A < t, we can assume that A, is actually defined on some compact 
neighborhood of 1s. Note that by choosing d sufficiently small we can maintain 
the compatibility assumption (in particular, see Definition 6.6(i)). The 
extension of the domain of A, will justify several constructions below which 
extend slightly outside A;‘( W,). 
For the remainder of the proof we will adopt the following notation: 
d(p, q) will denote the Euclidean distance between two points p, q E Rz; if 
A CA,,(P), we write A = X$(A); and G will denote the mapping G,k (see 
the statement of Theorem 7.1). 
Choose any (kl)-tuple m = (m, ,..., mkl), mj = 0, 1, as in the statement of 
Theorem 7.1, and let V = cl( V(m)). Notice that aV consists of three nonempty 
closed sets: p = {p E av : Gz(p) E T,);E = {p E aV : Gz(p) ego+ n WO}; 
and ,!!? = S, n V (see the proof of Theorem 6.8). We choose E > 0 so small 
that : 
(a) d( P, rf, u h&z,,+ n W,)) > 2~; 
(b) d($ , &l(cl(H(m)))) > 2~; 
(c) d@(p), X;‘(p)) > 2~; and 
(d) d(r, h;‘(cl(V(m’)))) > 2~ for any (kZ)-tuple m’ # m. 
Define G: P-+ Is by G = A;’ o G 0 h, , and define a continuous vector 
field F on r by connecting p e r to Gz( p) E h;‘(cl(H(m))). By Definition 6.6(ii) 
and the construction of V we have V C int(Dt’); hence, G and F can be 
extended to a compact neighborhood K of P. Now choose 0 < 6 < E so 
small that 
(e) d(p, q) < 6 implies d(@(p), a(q)) < E, 1 <j < 1, for p, 4~ K. 
Using a result of Zoretti [15, Corollary 3.11, p. 351, we can surround r 
by a simple closed curve C, C int(K) which lies in a &neighborhood of P. 
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It is an easy consequence of Definition 6.6 that the closed region &(K,) 
enclosed by X,(C,) 1 ies in Dt’; hence, without loss of generality we may 
assume F is defined throughout I& . By conditions (a)-(c) and (e) we see that 
F # 0 on C, , and so the index of F can be computed on this curve. But these 
same conditions, together with Theorem 6.10, imply that this index is 
&l, depending on which case in Theorem 6.10 (e) obtains. Thus, F vanishes 
in int(K,), resulting in a fixed point of Gz, hence a periodic orbit j&, . (One 
could, of course, take a sequence 6, J, 0 to obtain a sequence of fixed points 
p, converging to a fixed point p E P of the map GE with h,(p) E V = cl( V(m)).) 
It is possible that n, closes before I passages through {B, ,..., B,-r}. To 
avoid such cases observe that from the choice of notation in the statements of 
Theorems 6.9 and 6.10 we have 
Hence, we can arrange 
Gi(cl( V(m))) n cl( V(m)) = m , 1 dj<Z, 
provided we choose m = (m, ,..., mkl) such that 
(ml ,..., +dt-d Z (mik+l ,.-, md, 1 <j<Z, 
e.g., 5 = (0, 1, l,..., 1). That n, cannot close before I passages through 
P, ,..a, B,-,} then follows from (d) and (e). Q.E.D. 
APPENDIX 
Let N be an a-chain and L C NO . In this appendix we give a condition 
which, under mild restrictions on N and L, is necessary and sufficient for L 
to be or-transversal to N. 
THEOREM A.l. In an cu-chain N assume that NO is locally connected, and 
that any two points of Nl v N, lie on a continuum contained in that set. Then 
a relatively closed set L C NO - (Nl u N,) is cu-transversal to N if and onZy if 
0 = [Ci-jH E Hl(N -L). (1) 
Proof. (a) If L C N, is a-transversal to N, then as in the proof of Lemma 
3.2 there is a 8: (N -L) -+ S! such that 8s = (Y I(N -L) x (N -L). 
(b) Now assume that (1) holds, and let A be the subset of N, -L 
consisting of points which can be connected by continua in N, -L with 
N, n N, . From the local connectivity assumption on N,, and the fact that L 
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is relatively closed, we see that A is both relatively open and closed. Thus, 
the same is true of B = (N,, -L) - A. 
Now suppose that there is a point q E A n Nr , and let K,, be a con- 
tinuum in A C NO between q and a point p E Na n N,, . Then 
Z(P, 4; KJ = &o(q) - /%0(P)- (2) 
But by hypothesis, p and q are also contained in a continuum Kr C Nr u N, . 
As in the proof of Theorem 3.2 we have 
where 
and so 
w 6 fG) = B(q) -F(P) = Md - 1 - Ps‘z(P) 
= Poe(4) - Poe(P) - 1. (3) 
Now by (1) we have 01 I(& u Kr) x (K,, u Kr) representing a coboundary, 
so that 
therefore, (2) and (3) are in contradiction. Thus, the assumption that 
A n Nr # o is false, so we conclude that L is a-transversal to N since 
NsnN,CAandN,nN,CB. Q.E.D. 
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